
 
 

 
 

 

 

2019 WORKSHOP 

Driving Sustainability in the Global 

Cut-flower Industry 

SUMMARY 

The third multi-stakeholder workshop of the Global 

Cut-Flower Production Network Project took place 

from 3-4 April in Aalsmeer, Holland. Hosted by Fleu-

raMetz with support from Dümmen Orange, it brought 

together participants from different points of the 

Global Cut-Flower Supply Chain. The workshop culmi-

nated with a joint plan of action for driving sustainabil-

ity in the global cut-flower industry. 
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tions in supply chains, (ii) to understand the role of private standards, and (iii) to examine how demand for 

ethical flowers could benefit businesses and promote sustainable improvements for all stakeholders in flower 

supply chains. It draws on inter-related research funded by the British Academy/Leverhulme Trust, WWF 

South Africa, and Coventry University Pump Prime grants and IMPAKT-SS funds. A wide range of university, 

commercial, and NGO partners are also involved. 
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especially interested in developing an evidence base to demonstrate how innovations within sustainability 

practice can lead to improvements in businesses’ resilience, productivity and profitability.  He is also engaged 

with projects that seek to shift the focus of standards and certifications away from audit-dependency towards 

an approach based upon continuous improvement. 
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Driving Sustainability in the Global Cut-Flower Industry 
The third multi-stakeholder workshop of the Global Cut-Flower Production Network Project took place from 

3 to 4 April 2019, at FleuraMetz and Dümmen Orange in Aalsmeer, the Netherlands. The two-day event saw 

the participation from stakeholders from different points of the global cut-flower supply chain, including flo-

rists, wholesalers, academics, NGOs, and standards and certification setting bodies.   

Where are we now? Outcomes from previous meetings and objectives for the third workshop 

Dr Jill Timms and Dr David Bek launched the Global Cut-Flower Production Network Project with a one-day 

workshop in July 2017. This first workshop brought together 16 participants from academia, industry, and 

NGOs. It focused on identifying the sustainability challenges at different points of the global cut-flower supply 

chain. During this first workshop, participants identified sustainability challenges at the supply end (e.g. lack 

of transparency); the retail end (e.g. use of plastics); and concerns expressed by wider stakeholders (e.g. 

women’s rights, unclear certification confusing for consumers). All participants agreed that sustainability 

needs a comprehensive multi-stakeholder approach. Thanks to the positive feedback received from this first 

workshop, Jill and David organised a second event, kindly hosted by MM-UK at their new facilities in Alconbury 

Weald, with a two-day duration. This second workshop gathered 17 participants, including florists, wholesal-

ers, academics, NGOs, and standards and certification setting bodies. The aim was to investigate what a sus-

tainable/ethical flower is and how it can be assured. The discussions emphasised that a sustainable flower 

needs to fulfil economic, social, and environmental requirements. Three important outcomes resulted from 

these discussions: there is a need for guiding principles about sustainability; standards need to be simplified 

so they are easier to communicate; and sustainability needs mainstreaming within floristry education. As a 

result, Dr Jill Timms and Dr David Bek have begun to implement a series of smaller projects, including: 

 Collating information about certification standards with the aim to produce a leaflet for florists to-

gether with the British Florist Association (BFA). 

 Training on sustainability for florists  

 Development of a sustainability standard for small-scale growers in collaboration with Flowers from 

the Farm.  

 Embedding sustainability in the South African Cape Flora sector through multi-stakeholder dialogue.  

 Development of an online sustainability training course, together with Tesco.  

 Planning and holding a third multi-stakeholder workshop in the Netherlands.  

The third multi-stakeholder workshop took place from 3rd to 4th of April 2019, in Aalsmeer, the Netherlands. 

The overarching aim of this third meeting was to identify the ways and actions through which we can drive 

sustainability in the cut-flower industry. To achieve this aim, five objectives guided the workshop and the dis-

cussions: 

 

Objectives of the third multi-stakeholder workshop 

 To bring together people from different parts of the cut-flower supply chains, to facilitate 

learning and understanding  

 To build on the work done at previous workshops as a foundation for concrete actions  

 To identify current barriers from different perspectives and how to overcome them  

 To work towards guiding principles about sustainability  

 To develop a pathway for a steering group to drive goals forward between workshops 

http://blogs.coventry.ac.uk/researchblog/say-it-with-flowers/
http://blogs.coventry.ac.uk/researchblog/say-it-with-flowers/
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The Sustainability Challenge 

Discussing the Potential and Limits of Standards and Certifications 

The first workshop day focussed on standards and certifications with presentations from Dr Jill Timms (Cov-

entry University), Jeroen Oudheusden (FSI), Anna Barker (Fairtrade), and Dr David Bek (Coventry University). 

Dr Jill Timms gave a recap of her research 

on standards and certifications as well as 

reflections on her recent trip to Kenya 

and flower farms in Naivasha. One of the 

main insights from Jill’s research has 

been that the plethora of private stand-

ards and certification schemes in the cut-

flower industry remained invisible. 

Therefore, despite investment into certification at the production stage, this information is unavailable to or 

misunderstood by wholesalers, florists, and consumers.  

At the consumer end, we can trace the invisibility of certifica-

tion back to practical issues characterising the cut-flower in-

dustry. For example, flowers often lack packaging to display 

certification information or florists compose bouquets with 

flowers from differing origins, posing challenges to traceabil-

ity. At the supplier end, the push for private standards has led 

to logo confusion and ‘certification fatigue’. There has been 

increased questioning of the effectiveness of certification in 

terms of reach and ability to address the different sustainabil-

ity challenges. For example, a recent scandal hit Kenya when 

investigations found rogue day care centres sedated children 

to deal with overcrowded and understaffed facilities. The local 

media linked the establishment of these rogue day care cen-

tres to the long hours and low wages women workers receive 

on flower farms. This created a considerable reputational risk 

for flower farms while also highlighting the precariousness of 

female farm workers.  

Jeroen Oudheusden gave a fascinating intro-

duction to the Flower Sustainability Initiative 

(FSI) 2020. A group of 18-20 frontrunners 

from the cut-flower industry came together 

and formed FSI. Similar to Jill’s research, they 

found a lack of transparency around private 

standard and certification, which were con-

fusing. Existing sustainability efforts were of-

ten misaligned, without a common agenda, 

creating inefficiencies and poor extraction of 

value. At the same time, markets started to increase pressure upon the cut-flower industry to showcase sus-

tainability to anticipate and mitigate risks.  To respond to this situation, these frontrunners created FSI. It is a 

market-driven initiative, which operates pre-competitively to ease collaboration between businesses. FSI is 

a multi-stakeholder initiative that includes public and private actors, although business does have the lead, 

and is supported by IDH The Sustainable Trade Initiative.   

The Invisibility Puzzle 

The Invisibility Puzzle describes how investments into certi-

fication at the production stage is ‘lost’ along the supply 

chain, as information becomes either unavailable or is mis-

understood by wholesalers, florists, and consumers.   

FSI2020 

The Floriculture Sustainability Initiative (FSI) is a market-

driven initiative that brings together members of the in-

ternational floriculture supply-chain. FSI members are 

collaborating to improve practices and drive positive 

change towards the production and trade of flowers and 

plants. The FSI wants to achieve 90% flowers & plants re-

sponsibly produced and traded by 2020. 
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FSI promotes a basket of 14 standards, which 

they have benchmarked with the help of the In-

ternational Trade Centre in Geneva. These 14 

standards address social and environmental sus-

tainability issues within the cut-flower industry. 

As FSI2020 operates on a Business to Business 

(B2B) level, only Fairtrade and the Rainforest Al-

liance are consumer facing certification 

schemes, while the remaining 12 standards are 

B2B initiatives. Jeroen underlined the need for 

the cut-flower industry to fulfil all three p’s – 

people, planet, profit. As a ‘natural product’ 

that is often gifted, cut-flowers should not have 

negative environmental impacts, on the con-

trary, they should be climate positive. Private 

standards and certification do indeed have limits. For example, tackling pesticide usage or gender issues is an 

ongoing process. New issues also arise, e.g. like the call for a living wage. Retailers also play a role and need 

to have ‘personal’ ownership and accountability of the products they sell.  

Anna Barker from Fairtrade presented from the perspective of a standard setting body. Fairtrade’s approach 

is one of premiums paid by consumers to support projects that benefit workers and their children. Consumers 

can also search the premium platform in real time to 

find information about premium projects on farms. 

Fairtrade has a hired labour standard (HLS). HLS en-

sures that wages increase every year until they reach a 

living wage benchmark. It also has an environmental 

component that focuses on protective clothing (PPP) 

during spraying of chemicals on fields and to ensure 

good environmental conditions for communities.  

In 2019, Fairtrade is focussing on the living wage which includes benchmarking studies and will feed into re-

viewing the HLS. In addition, Fairtrade is working on introducing Fairtrace to support full transparency of cut-

flower supply chains. They have furthermore received funding to conduct research on pesticides, where social 

and environmental dimensions often 

meet. And Fairtrade is also supporting 

a big gender programme in Ethiopia, 

which includes a women school of 

leadership, a first for hired labour.  

Within the cut-flower industry, 

Fairtrade’s main challenges are: low 

consumer awareness (consumers do 

not associate flowers with Fairtrade); 

developing a viable model to work 

with florists while not losing traceabil-

ity; association of existing Fairtrade 

flowers with low-value flowers; and 

retailers buying from Fairtrade farms 

but not on Fairtrade terms, therefore 

not paying the premium.  

On average a farm will only sell 25% of its flowers 

as Fairtrade flowers. That’s because some retail-

ers will buy flowers from a Fairtrade farm but not 

buy them as Fairtrade and so they don’t pay the 

premium. So that’s a big problem for the 

Fairtrade model. 

 Anna Barker, Fairtrade UK 

https://www.fairtrade.net/
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In his presentation, Dr David Bek showcased ex-

amples from South Africa to discuss models of 

continuous improvement that support a move 

‘beyond compliance’. So far, we have assessed 

private standards and certifications through au-

dits. These cost time and money and often differ-

ent standards require over-lapping audits, which 

has led to ‘audit-fatigue’ on producers’ side. 

Compliance-based auditing has been important 

to put sustainability issues on the radar, while 

providing market access and brand protection. 

Compliance-based auditing, however, has been more of a diagnostic tool, and has failed to address the trickier 

sustainability challenges or to catalyse fundamental change.  

A solution to move beyond audit and beyond compliance is the model of continuous improvement. In South 

Africa, the retailer Woolworths has implemented this through Farming for the Future. The programme focuses 

on environmental sustainability issues on the farm. It includes the collection and analysis of data by scientists 

who complete the audits. Every year, there is an expectation of improvement. Similarly, the Tesco Improve-

ment Model focuses on collecting data and 

setting benchmarks around people, planet, 

and profit.  

An approach based on continuous improve-

ment could also support the sustainability 

journey of the cut-flower industry. Jill and 

David are hoping to plan a project to develop 

a continuous improvement approach within 

a sustainability standard for small-scale 

growers/florists. The key question is, how-

ever, how we can promote a continuous im-

provement approach more broadly within the 

cut-flower industry.  

The discussions that followed these presentations focussed on the purpose and limits of certification. A per-

tinent point raised questioned whether farms should spend money on raising wages rather than on corporate 

social responsibility (CSR) programmes. Indeed, many farms are characterised by paternalistic structures, 

where the farm owner provides social services to their workforce besides (relatively low) wages. Raising wages 

can help with keeping staff, which is important in the cut-flower industry. At the same time, one must be 

aware of complex interventions. Raising wages, for example, can lead to a rise in house rents. Such interven-

tions therefore need a landscape approach that considers other social and economic factors.  

In the global cut-flower industry, private standards and certifi-

cations are becoming more important. This is even though there 

are clear limits to certification in the cut-flower industry. Private 

standards and certifications measure and audit static goals, 

which might prevent efforts of continuous improvement. Such 

compliance-based audits should therefore validate what we already know about businesses operating sustain-

ably, rather than be a yearly exam for producers to ‘clean up their house’.  A continuous improvement model 

can help in this regard; however, experiences so far have mostly focused on environmental concerns. The 

social needs to be included, especially gender dimensions.  

Continuous Improvement 

The continuous improvement model is a new approach 

to assess producers’ sustainability. Existing private stand-

ards and certification schemes effectively compare a 

large variety of producers with each other by requiring 

they comply with one specific standard. In contrast, a 

continuous improvement approach is very context spe-

cific and motivates individual producers to improve their 

sustainability over time, focussing on over-time improve-

ments rather than comparison with other producers op-

erating in potentially very different contexts.   

 

If growers are not certified, in 10-20 

years they will be out of business, certi-

fications are becoming mainstream.  

Jeroen Oudheusden, FSI2020 

https://www.woolworths.co.za/recipe/_/A-cmp100417
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This first workshop day also included a visit to the Spring Flower Fair, where participants kept an eye out for 

communication about sustainability information. The MPS logo featured prominently on pots and plants. Par-

ticipants also found information about pollinator friendly plants and the usage of plastics or recyclable plastics.  
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Sustainability Challenges and Priorities – Perspectives from across the Supply Chain 

Panel discussion 

This discussion brought together panel-

lists working at different points of the cut-

flower supply chain. They included Su-

sanne van der Mark (FleuraMetz), Brian 

Wills-Pope (BFA), Caroline Downey 

(Women Working Worldwide), Dave Mar-

cus (MPS), and Kristina Ullrich (Hivos). 

Each panellist introduced their work, be-

fore we opened the discussion to include 

all workshop participants.  

Susanne van Der Mark is sustainability of-

ficer at FleuraMetz, where she is imple-

menting the FSI ambition to have 90% of 

the flowers FleuraMetz buy and trade cer-

tified. The main challenge has been to 

convince growers who are not yet to get 

certified. For this to happen, the whole cut-flower supply chain must work together, which is an attractive 

aspect of the initiative. Growers that, by 2020, are not certified, will have to show they are on a journey to 

become FSI compliant, or they cannot trade with FleuraMetz. Next to FSI2020, FleuraMetz also focuses on 

other sustainability aspects. This includes current research into sustainable packaging and alternatives to plas-

tic. Additionally, drivers go through low-emission training and staff can use electric vehicles (with charging 

stations at FleuraMetz). However, finding alternatives for the big transport trucks is more challenging. Overall, 

FleuraMetz has now an active and coherent sustainability policy to support and guide these activities.  

Kristina Ullrich’s works at HIVOS 

on their Women@Work pro-

gramme in the cut-flower indus-

try. The programme operates in 

five East African and three South-

ern African countries. It seeks to 

improve working conditions for 

female workers on flower farms. 

These initiatives are always imple-

mented together with a local 

partner, e.g. local NGOs or trade 

unions. They have three main ob-

jectives: (1) wages, i.e. promoting 

a living wage and employment 

contracts; (2) health & safety with 

focus on sexual harassment and 

exposure to pesticides; and (3) 

empowerment that aims to get 

female workers better roles and jobs than the usual low-skilled opportunities they have. HIVOS only works on 

the social dimension, which has been trickier to address and communicate to consumers. Many farms also do 

not have a gender policy despite their workforce being 60% women and businesses have little guidance on 
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how to invest in women. Although social sustainability starts on the 

farm, actors along the supply chain play important roles. This is espe-

cially true for retailers, who often require flower farms to comply with 

private standards but are not prepared to pay more per stem. Research 

by HIVOS shows that to close the living wage gap, retailers need to pay 

13 euro cents more per 10 stem bunches.  

Dave Marcus introduced MPS, which started 25 years ago in Holland 

by gathering data from growers about crop protection, energy use, and 

water use. There is a considerable amount of data, which has been underused so far, as it could feed into a 

management tool. MPS stands for more profitable sustainability and it initially focussed on reducing environ-

mental impacts. Since these early days, the initial MPS ABC programme has expanded by the MPS Product-

Proof add-on, to include also a social dimension (MPS SQ), and align with Global GAP (MPS GAP). MPS is a B2B 

approach and the main purpose is to increase transparency along the supply chain. While MPS is present in 

several countries across the world, the UK market has been very difficult to enter, although MPS might be 

useful for smaller scale grower florists.  

Caroline Downey described Women 

Working Worldwide (WWW) as an or-

ganisation that works with local partners 

to build capacity and implement change. 

The emphasis is very much on gender 

and empowering women. WWW often 

works with companies that have gender 

targets in place to challenge male domi-

nated supervisor roles and have found it 

trickles down. WWW focuses not only 

on the farm level but the whole supply 

chain. They are also trying to learn from 

other agricultural supply chains, like tea 

and bananas, who have gone through 

similar dynamics in the past as currently 

experienced by the flower industry.  

Brian Wills-Pope is chairman of the British Florist Association (BFA), which is the trade body for retail florists 

in the UK. The BFA lobbies government on behalf of its members, organises a conference – Vision – to share 

knowledge, and awards industry prizes to showcase good work, to highlight just a few aspects. It is an im-

portant platform for florists and sustainability has become an important topic. They are working with florists 

to reduce paper and cellophane usage and find foam alternatives (e.g. biodegradable variants), for example. 

They are also talking to wholesales to encourage them to deliver flowers in reusable or recyclable containers, 

as done by FleuraMetz (returnable crates).  

The panel has shown how important it is to have representation from different actors in the cut-flower supply 

chain. Some challenges at different stages and between different actors are similar or crossover, which pro-

vides opportunities to create synergies.  

 

 

People used to say, if you have a 

job then you get out of poverty. 

But it’s not true, because the 

wages are so low. People earn 

less than $1.90 per day. A job 

will not get you out of poverty.  

 Kristina Ullrich, HIVOS 

https://livingwagelab.org/
https://livingwagelab.org/
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A visit of Dümmen Orange’s show garden complemented these perspectives from the different points in the 

supply chain.  
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Proposals to Embed Sustainability in the Global Cut-flower Industry 

Breakout Sessions and Plenary Discussion 

Participants broke out in two sessions to discuss in smaller groups the key steps that needed to be taken to 

embed sustainability in the global cut-flower industry. A plenary discussion followed these breakout sessions 

to identify specific tasks this group can undertake towards this goal. 

 

A) Florist Leaflet 

Purpose of leaflet is to give robust advice for florists with no jargon. It needs to include a summary of the main 

certification schemes and their logos. This might be combined with a matrix about the three p’s (people, 

planet, profit) and where each described certification fits in. 

 Who: Coventry University, BFA, and pilot florists (rec by BFA). 

 When: First draft in July and pilot in July – August 2019, official launch at Florex trade show in October 

2019. 

 

B) Educational Material for Florists 

Besides the certification leaflet, additional educational material for florist could be useful. This can focus on 

showcasing alternatives to plastics and floral foams, give information about recycling, minimising water and 

energy use, and generally showcase good practice while spreading the sustainability message. Posters, that 

can be hung at key locations in the workshop seem ideal for this.  

 Who: Coventry University, BFA, pilot florists 

 When: April 2020 onwards 
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C) The Sustainable Florist Barometer 

In the Netherlands, florists can certify themselves through the Sustainable Florist Barometer, which not only 

assess sustainability in the shop (e.g. recycling, electricity usage, etc.) but also reviews sourcing practices of 

florists. This could be something useful for the British market, although information in English is not readily 

available. www.barometerduurzamebloemist.nl  

 Who: Ian to pilot with FleuraMetz 

 When: From September 2019 

 

D) Promote Local Flowers 

Local flowers need to be part of the sustainability conversation. A key question is how can florists effectively 

reach out to local growers? There is currently a service called FlowerScout, which is practically an online dating 

service for florists and growers, although very small scale. We need to investigate how useful this is and how 

the link between florists and local growers can be strengthened.  

 Who: Lavender Green Flowers (Colin), Petal & Twig (Angela), Coventry University 

 When: Autumn 2019 

 

E) Fairtrade Premium Flower Pop-up store 

A pop-up stall in London showcasing Fairtrade David Austin Roses.  This can help to disassociate Fairtrade 

flowers from their ‘cheap supermarket’ image, while helping to raise sustainability issues within the flower 

industry more broadly, and therefore contribute to consumer awareness.  

 Who: Fairtrade (Anna), Lavender Green Flowers (Colin) 

 When: Spring 2020 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.barometerduurzamebloemist.nl/
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F) Fairtrade @ Chelsea 

Aim is to create a ‘sustainable garden’ with only Fairtrade sourced flowers at RHS Chelsea Flower Show. This 

can help raise the profile of Fairtrade flowers, disassociate them from their ‘cheap supermarket’ image, and 

also help raise sustainability issues within the flower industry more broadly, and therefore contribute to con-

sumer awareness.  

 Who: Fairtrade (Anna), Lavender Green Flowers (Colin), Petal & Twig (Angela). 

 When: Submitting for Chelsea May 2021, for which the deadline is in August 2020.  

 

G) Educate consumers 

Consumers are an important part of the sustainability discussion in the global cut-flower industry. Consumer 

awareness is key to implement changes along the supply chain. For that, stories are important. Both Dümmen 

Orange and FleuraMetz have volunteered to start sharing stories and information about the farms and farm 

workers. This will help to connect consumers to the product and its origin. Fairtrade and Women Working 

Worldwide can help in telling these stories from their projects on farms as well.  

 Who: Dümmen Orange, FleuraMetz, Fairtrade, Women Working Worldwide 

 When: 2020-21 

 

H) Multi-stakeholder workshop in Kenya 

When the Global Cut-flower Production Network Project launched in 2017, there was always the ambition to 

hold a multi-stakeholder workshop in Naivasha, Kenya, to incorporate the view of workers and people on the 

ground. The success of previous workshops and the momentum gathered could now finally make this possible. 

Ideally, this would take place at the Centre for Sustainable Education in Naivasha. The workshop could be 

combined with filming of educational material, which we could work into different videos for different target 

groups (consumers, florists, buyers, workers). 

 Who: whole group, KFC, local farms, KenGEn, MM Flowers, Flamingo 

 When: April 2021 

 

I) Establish a Steering Committee 

So far, participants have only met during the multi-stakeholder workshops to discuss these things. At this 

stage, it would be useful that a small core group meets regularly to check how things are progressing and to 

synergize. This would be every four to six months, with some of these meetings in electronic form. 

 Who: Anna Barker, Caroline Downey, Chanel de Kock, Angela Coulton, Brian Wills-Pope, Colin Grey, 

Jill Timms, David Bek 

 When: Set up in June, potentially with a first meeting July.  
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Appendix 1  

Multi-stakeholder Workshop Programme 3-4 April 2019 

Day one, Wednesday 3rd of April 

09.30-10.00 Registration, coffee and tea 

10.00-10.45 Introductions and Scene Setting 

- Welcome to the workshop, Dr Jill Timms and Dr David Bek 

- Why sustainability matters to FleuraMetz, Ian McClellan 

10:45-11:30 Scene Setting, Aims, and Objectives 

  - Where are we now? Summary of outcomes from previous workshops, Dr David Bek 

  - The Sustainability Challenge: Reflections from Kenya, Dr Jill Timms 

11:30-12:30 Presentations: Certification and Standards 

  - Floriculture Sustainability Initiative (FSI2020), Jeroen Oudheusden 

  - Fairtrade, Anna Barker 

12:30-13:15 Lunch 

13.15-15.15 Visit to FloraHolland Spring Fair: focus on sustainable sourcing information  

15.15-15:30 Coffee and tea at FleuraMetz 

15.30-16.30 Discussion 

 - Visibility of sustainability at the Spring Fair – Insights from different parts of the Supply chain 

16:30-17:15 Presentation: Continuous Improvement 

- ‘How do we go beyond compliance? Examples from South Africa’ Dr David Bek 

17:15-17:30 Final reflections of the day, led by Ian McClellan 

From 18:00  Social gathering in Hotel Chariot bar, followed by workshop dinner at Restaurant Steiger28 

Day two, Thursday 4th of April  

08:30-09:00 Coffee and tea 

09:15-10:45 Panel discussion: Sustainability challenges and priorities from across the supply chain 

Participants: Susanne van der Mark (FleuraMetz); Brian Wills-Pope (British Florist Association), 

Caroline Downey (Women Working Worldwide); Dave Marcus (MPS), Kristina Ullrich (Hivos) 

10:45-13:30 Visit Dümmen Orange Breeder for a sustainability presentation, tour and lunch  

13:30-15:15 Breakout sessions 

- Development of proposals to embed sustainability within the cut-flower industry 

15:15-15:30 Coffee and tea  

15:30-16:15 Agree on a joint plan of action and initial steps 

15:30-16:15 Final reflections, feedback and thanks  
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